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There has been an ongoing battle between women 
and intimate apparel designers for decades. 
The battle of the bosom has always led to 
the misconception that bigger is better. This 

misconception has left many small busted women feeling left 
out and unsatisfied when it comes to finding a proper fitting 
bra that celebrates their size — without extra padding to give 
the illusion of bigger breasts.

Jaclyn Fu is the co-founder and CEO of Pepper, the first 
body positive bra company for women with small busts. She 
knew firsthand the struggle of being a small busted woman 
searching for a proper fitting bra. Fu’s own personal search 
for a bra that would fit well took her and co-founder Lia 
Winograd on a journey that would lead to the question of 
what would a better bra for small busted women look and feel 
like, and why is there nothing out there to fit this body type? 

Fu and Winograd began to talk with groups of women 
who identified as small busted, and the answers were the 
same, they could not find bras that fit, so they just settled and 
accepted the ill-fitting bra. 

The next questions they posed was, “What does fit mean 
to you, and how do you know it doesn’t fit?” When asked, a 
large number of the women spoke of cup gaps and how this 
made them feel inadequate and that they didn’t meet the 
standards. Cup gaps are when the cups are too deep and your 
breasts can't fill it, so there is spacing between the bra and 
your body. This was one of the biggest fit issues they wanted 
to solve. Many women also shared they did not like shopping 
at some of the larger chain stores because, if they had small 

breasts, a sales associate would immediately hand them a 
push-up bra. The assumption was they’re breasts are small, so 
they must want them to look bigger. Fu said, “This isn't always 
true, maybe you just want to look like yourself, but at the best 
version of yourself.”

With this information in hand, Pepper was birthed. Fu 
and Winograd knew they wanted their first design to be lightly 
padded, to have a flattering fit and to give you natural cleavage 
and lift — without heavy push-up padding — they wanted 
something authentic.

Fu, whose background is marketing, and Winograd, a 
management consultant, had no experience in bra sizing, 
designing or manufacturing — they just knew there was a 
mandate to solve a problem for women who were deserving 
of a bra that not only fit well, but was flattering.  They began 
talking with bra designers in the industry to get a better 
understanding of bras, fabrics, shapes and fit to create a 
bra that would allow a woman with smaller breasts to find 
satisfaction in her bra experience.  

In April 2017, a Kickstarter campaign was launched and 
within the first 10 hours, Pepper had reached 100% of their 
goal, and after a 13-day campaign, they were 470% funded. 
Fu and Winograd became connected to one of the biggest bra 
manufacturers in Columbia who created a prototype. This 
company took a chance on their vision so they could achieve 
their mission — empowering women. Fu says, “The company 
is socially responsible, everyone is paid fair wages and benefits. 
They hire single mothers and female heads of households. 
This is important to our brand — not only did we want to help 
women feel great about their bodies, but we also wanted to 
provide opportunities for women everywhere.” 

After the enormous success of their Kickstarter campaign, 
they shipped almost three thousand pre-orders and were fully 
launched by April 2018. 

After the formal launch, they began working on new 
styles. So many inquiries came in about new products, many 
of which were about a wireless bra. Fu shared, “We’ve spent 
the last year developing a wireless bra that would be perfect 
for this audience.” Pepper recently launched their Limitless 
Wirefree Bra.

The creation and launch of Pepper has given a voice to 
women who have been ridiculed because of their body type. 
They have provided a solution for the age-old problem of ill-
fitting smaller bras. They are also in tune to the needs of their 
customer base, while providing support to women physically, 
emotionally and socially. They are truly teaching women that 
size does not define you, so “embrace the flat in flattery” and 
live your life to its fullest.


